
Dakota County Star Quilters featured speaker: Mary Fons
Lectures and workshops will be held on Saturday, March 11 at the Dakota County Historical 
Museum, 103 3rd Ave N., West St Paul MN 55075
 

____ # of tickets @ $10 each

9 am   You Call That a Quilt? America’s Amazing Quilt Styles

Is quilting in America a dying art? Hardly. Quilting in America is so healthy, we can support four
styles of quilts: Traditional, Studio/Art, Contemporary, and Modern. In this fascinating lecture, I
take you through the details of each style and the history of how they came about. The audience
gets an amazing history lesson and tons of inspiration. What kind of quilter are you?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

____ # of tickets @ $10 each

11 am Ten Things I Know About Quilting And Life (I Think.)

I’ve got a lot to learn, but after almost eight successful years in the industry, I know some stuff.
This super funny and tip-loaded lecture (with a few technique lessons blended in, too) I share
what I’ve learned so far about quilting: how-to, what-if, mistakes, hard knocks, and why we 
make quilts at all. There are a few life lessons thrown in and a quilt show at the end, as always.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

____ # of tickets @ $35 each

1 pm-4pm "A Quilt Called Whisper”
The Thousand Pyramid quilt is both modern and traditional. We'll learn to use the Fons & Porter 
60-Degree Pyramid Ruler to cut our triangles; we'll also discuss how contrast still matters in 
monochrome quilts like "Whisper." Intermediate. Utilizes the Fons & Porter 60-degree Pyramid 
Ruler. NOTE: For fabric in this class, it is important to bring 15+ fat quarters in different shades 
of your favorite color of fabric: 5-6 lights, 5-6 mediums, 5-6 darks. BUT: the more fabric you 
bring, the more “aha” moments -- I promise. Truckloads welcome! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Send a copy of this form with payment (check made out to Dakota County Star Quilters) to:
Trisha Millonig
2041 Jade Lane
Eagan, MN 55122

No tickets will be issued, your payment will hold a space for you by name for check in the day of 
the event. Questions? Reach Trisha at: 651-452-6007 or trisha2041@yahoo.com or Kathy 
Lindstrom at 651-324-3553 or kathy.lindstrom1@gmail.com 
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